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Edco is Australia's largest family owned and operated supplier of quality
cleaning products, janitorial and food service products. 

Edco is focussed on delivering the very best in product and service to the
Australian market, under our Edco brand. We also represent some of the
world's market leading cleaning brands and do so because they represent

the best quality, reliability and value. 

Trusting Edco with your cleaning supply needs, guarantees quality. 

ErgoTec®, NLITE®, Stripwasher®, Starduster®, OptiLoc®, HydroPower® and erGO!® are registered trademarks of Unger. 



www.edco.net.auTRADITIONAL WINDOW CLEANING - SQUEEGEES

UNGER ERGOTEC NINJA HANDLE 40°
Ergonomic handle with 180° swivel
Perfect for working on telescopic
poles
TriLoc mechanism for secure hold of
the channel
Fits securely to poles with ErgoTec
locking cone
Use with Ninja Channels

UNEN000       5        
 CODE              CARTON  

UNGER NINJA CHANNEL WITH SOFT RUBBER 
Squeegee channel is constructed from
aircraft grade aluminum - will not break
or bend
Flexible rubber positioning allows for a
lower position (for shorter channels)
and a higher position (for longer
channels)
Revolutionary SmartClip end clips are
durable and eliminate the need for
separate brass or plastic clips

UNAC250       25CM/10"          5
UNAC350       35CM/14"          5
UNAC450       45CM/18"          5
UNAC550       55CM/22"          5
UNAC650       65CM/26"          5
UNAC750       75CM/30"          5*
UNAC920       92CM/36"          5*

 CODE              SIZE                      CARTON  

ErgoTec Ninja is Unger's
premium range of
sophisticated tools,
developed by experienced
Unger engineers to meet
the requirements of
professional window
cleaners for quality and
performance.

Every product within the
ErgoTec Ninja range is
loaded with features to
help you achieve
outstanding cleaning 
results with minimum
effort. 

Only the highest quality
materials have been used
to ensure the best
performance.

180°

closed

open
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www.edco.net.auTRADITIONAL WINDOW CLEANING - SQUEEGEES 

UNGER ERGOTEC SQUEEGEE HANDLE

New handle with optimised s-spring
Quick and easy channel change
Non slip moulded rubber grip fits
comfortably in the hand
Fits securely to poles with ErgoTec
locking cone
Use with S-Channel and S-Channel
Plus

UNETG00       10        
 CODE              CARTON  

Solid handle design – lighter and
stronger than brass
Quick release clip for fast and easy
channel change
Non slip rubber grip fits comfortably in
the hand
Fits securely to poles with ErgoTec
locking cone
Use with S-Channel and S-Channel Plus

UNPR000       10        
 CODE              CARTON  

UNGER PRO SQUEEGEE HANDLE 
WITH SOFT RUBBER 
UNGER S-CHANNEL PLUS 

Sturdy and durable stainless steel
channels, complete with EasyGlider
soft rubber
Curved ends of the channel support
the rubber for improved cleaning
close to glass frames
Use with Unger ErgoTec and Pro
stainless steel handles – no end clips
required when using with these
handles

UNUC350       35CM/14"          10
UNUC450       45CM/18"          10

 CODE              SIZE                      CARTON  

UNGER REPLACEMENT SOFT RUBBER 
Highly durable and efficient,
professional quality rubber
Sharp edges enable thorough wiping for
superior finish
Adjusts better to uneven surfaces
Professional quality, Made in Europe

UNRR250       25CM/10"          10
UNRR350       35CM/14"          10
UNRR400       40CM/16"          10
UNRR450       45CM/18"          10
UNRR550       55CM/22"          10
UNRR650       65CM/26"          10
UNRR750       75CM/30"          10
UNRR920       92CM/36"          10

 CODE              SIZE                      CARTON  

UNGER BLACK SERIES POWER RUBBER 
All year round performance
Improved gliding performance for
streak free results
Medium compound rubber
Professional quality, Made in Europe

UNRR35G       35CM/14"          10
UNRR45G       45CM/18"          10
UNRR55G       55CM/22"          10

 CODE              SIZE                      CARTON  
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Ultimate cleaning performance
With rows of scrubbing fibres for
effective removal of stubborn dirt
High water retention
Machine washable up to 500 times

www.edco.net.auTRADITIONAL WINDOW CLEANING - WASHERS 

UNGER ERGOTEC T-BAR 

Durable plastic T-Bar with ergonomic
bicomponent handle
Water wells for increased water
retention
Fits securely to poles with ErgoTec
locking cone
Suits all Unger washer sleeves

UNEH350       35CM/14"           10
UNEH450       45CM/18"           10        

 CODE              SIZE                      CARTON  

All-in-one squeegee and washer
Comes preassembled 
Channel and blade are easy to change
with quick release spring
Complete with S-Channel, Original
StripWasher sleeve and ErgoTec soft
rubber

UNVP350       35CM/14"           10*
UNVP450       45CM/18"           10*        

AND WASHER
UNGER VISAVERSA SQUEEGEE UNGER ERGOTEC NINJA T-BAR  

Durable, lightweight hard anodized
aluminium T-Bar
Ergonomic bicomponent handle with
180° swivel and lock function
Superior performance without causing
excessive strain on arms and shoulders
Fits securely to poles with ErgoTec
locking cone

UNNI350       35CM/14"           5*
UNNI450       45CM/18"           5*

 CODE              SIZE                      CARTON  

UNGER STRIPWASHER PAD STRIP SLEEVE 
Blended fabric standard sleeve with
scrub pad strip and hook and loop
fasteners
Efficiently clean heavily soiled surfaces
Machine washable up to 500 times

UNRS350       35CM/14"          10
UNRS450       45CM/18"          10

 CODE              SIZE                      CARTON  

UNGER ERGOTEC NINJA SLEEVE  

UNNJ350       35CM/14"          5
UNNJ450       45CM/18"          5

 CODE              SIZE                      CARTON  

UNGER STRIPWASHER ORIGINAL SLEEVE 
Blended fabric standard sleeve with
hook and loop fasteners
Machine washable up to 500 times

UNWS350      35CM/14"          10
UNWS450      45CM/18"          10

 CODE              SIZE                      CARTON   CODE              SIZE                      CARTON  
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www.edco.net.auTRADITIONAL WINDOW CLEANING - EXTENSION POLES 

UNGER OPTILOC EXTENSION POLES  
Professional quality aluminium
extension poles - Made in Germany
Ergonomic, two component handles
offer excellent grip, even with wet
hands
Includes ErgoTec locking cone
Anti-slip protective end cap

UNEZ120       1.2M/4'               10*
UNEZ250       2.5M/8'               10*
UNEZ400       4M/13'                10*

 CODE              SIZE                      CARTON  

Unger OptiLoc Poles
provide safety at the
highest level. 

Each OptiLoc extension
pole comes fitted with
Unger's famous ErgoTec
locking cone. Compatible
with all Unger tools, this
unique design prevents
tools from falling off the
pole when working at any
height. 

Anti-slip end caps prevent
the pole from sliding when
put down and also protects
the pole from damage. 

UNED600       6M/20'               10*
UNED900       9M/30'               10*

 CODE              SIZE                      CARTON  

2 section poles: 

 3 section poles: 

UNGER CRANKED JOINT PLASTIC
Adjust tools to clean at any angle up
to 300°
Tools quickly attach to adapter
Fits any Unger OptiLoc pole

UNCJNO0       5        
 CODE              CARTON  

UNGER ERGOTEC LOCKING CONE
Quick and easy tool change via
release button
Ensures safe working at heights

UNNCAN0      5        
 CODE              CARTON  
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www.edco.net.auTRADITIONAL WINDOW CLEANING - BRUSHES AND BUCKETS 

UNGER STARDUSTER WALL BRUSH
Oval shape wall brush for ceiling fans,
walls and ceilings
Made with heavy duty galvanized
wire and 49% horsehair bristle
Ideal for dusting rough surfaces,
removing cobwebs and dust from flat
objects

Bendable 27cm/11ʺ curved brush for
cleaning pipes and other round
surfaces
Made with heavy duty wire and
polypropylene bristles

UNGER STARDUSTER PIPE BRUSH

UNPIPE0        5        
 CODE              CARTON  

UNWALB0     5        
 CODE              CARTON  

UNGER BUCKET-ON-A-BELT
Carries all the tools you need,
including a washer, two squeegees, a
safety scraper and cleaning liquid
Leaves hands free for cleaning and
prevents having to climb up and
down ladders to wet washers
Order belt (UNUB00) separately 

UNBB01         1        
 CODE              CARTON  

UNGER THE BELT
Solid nylon belt for attaching bucket
(UNBB01) and other tools on a belt
Convenient loops for tools 
Clip lock for quick fastening
Adjustable length

UNUB00         1        
 CODE              CARTON  
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UNGER FIXI CLAMP
Adjustable plastic clamp firmly holds
tools like brushes, sponges and cloths
Fits onto all Unger telescopic poles

 CODE              CARTON  
UNFIXI0          5* 
*can break carton       



UNSRB10       50 x 100PK*
*can break carton        

 CODE              CARTON  

www.edco.net.auTRADITIONAL WINDOW CLEANING - SCRAPERS 

BLADES STAINLESS STEEL 10CM - 25PK 
UNGER PREMIUM GLASS SCRAPER 

Dual sided sharp blades made from
rust resistant 440A grade stainless
steel which provides excellent edge
retention and ensures that blades stay
sharp
Compatible with most 10cm/4ʺ
scrapers
 

UNENB10      10 x 25PK        
 CODE              CARTON  

Durable solid plastic holster with
stainless steel insert withstands
frequent contact with sharp blade 
Protects users from cuts 
Holster secures the scraper and
prevents it from falling out

SCRAPER AND HOLSTER COMBO
UNGER ERGOTEC NINJA 10CM 

UNENH10      5        
 CODE              CARTON  

UNGER SCRAPER BLADES 4CM - 100PK 
Single edge carbon steel razor blade
with aluminium holder
Fits Unger safety scrapers 

 CODE              CARTON  

UNGER ERGOTEC NINJA SCRAPER 10CM

Angle of the scraper head can be
switched from straight to 30°
Safe and easy blade change
Fits securely to poles with ErgoTec
locking cone
Premium stainless steel blade

 CODE              CARTON  

Single sharp edge blade
Retractable blade for safety
Durable metal construction 

UNGER SAFETY SCRAPER 

UNSR20K       20        
 CODE              CARTON  

UNGER ERGOTEC SAFETY SCRAPER 
Single sharp edge blade
Retractable blade for safety
Durable metal construction with
rubber grip 

UNSR03K       20        
 CODE              CARTON  

UNEN100       5        

 CODE              CARTON  

120cm handle length
Angled 10cm blade is reversible -
featuring both sharp and blunt edges 
Use for removing gum and wax build
up 

UNGER FLOOR SCRAPER LIGHT DUTY
WITH 10CM BLADE

UNLH120       10       
 CODE              CARTON  

UNGER REPLACEMENT BLADES FOR
FLOOR SCRAPER - 10PK

10cm replacement blade for Unger
light duty floor scraper

UNRB100       100 (10 x 10PK)        
 CODE              CARTON  
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Professional glass cleaner for
removing hard water stains, rust,
mineral deposits, lime scale and soap
scum
Scrub stains without harming surface
Can be applied with a microfibre cloth

Professional window cleaning soap
with high productivity (concentrate
1:100)
Power formula with ultimate cleaning
power for streak free results

www.edco.net.auTRADITIONAL WINDOW CLEANING - CHEMICALS 

UNGER'S GEL GLASS CLEANER 500ML 
Skin sensitive, biodegradable, thick
formulation for better dispensing
control
Can be applied directly to washers

UNGER'S LIQUID GLASS CLEANER 1L
Concentrate - mixing ratio 1:100
Simply add to water
Excellent cleaning power 

UNGER RUB OUT STAIN REMOVER 500ML

UNFG050       10        
 CODE              CARTON  

UNFR100       12        
 CODE              CARTON  

UNRUB20      12        
 CODE              CARTON  

UNGER BLACK SERIES POWER LIQUID 1L

UNFR10S       12        
 CODE              CARTON  
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www.edco.net.auPURE WATER 

What is pure water?

It’s water in its purest form,
physically processed to remove
the minerals that would
otherwise lead to limescale spots
and streaks.

Such impurities are referred to as
TDS (total dissolved solids) and
are measured in ppm (parts per
million). The water is considered
100% demineralised (pure) when
TDS is 0ppm.

Pure water contains phenomenal
cleaning power, without using any
chemicals whatsoever. One step
cleaning with pure water means
there is no need to wipe and
polish the glass. The pane dries
streak free and without mineral
deposits. It is twice as quick as
traditional glass cleaning and
significantly improves the cost
calculations.

Applied with an Unger nLITE
water fed pole system, pure
water is a fast, safe and effective
method of cleaning, especially at
height.

Typical applications for Pure
Water cleaning include window
and facade cleaning as well as
cleaning of solar panels.  

Pure Water 
System

10



www.edco.net.auPURE WATER 

EASY:  
Easy to operate with simple
resin changes

Pure Water 
System

The new nLITE system is Unger's most
advanced telescopic pole system. Ultra light
materials make work considerably easier.
The innovative pole shape provides users a
precision grip.   

The new DuroFlex hose is easily integrated
inside the pole for trouble free operation.  

Unger deionisation(DI) filters utilise
exchange resin which removes ionised salts
and impurities from water, producing 100%
deionised water, with zero waste water. 

Easily portable, with no need for power or
pumps, Unger DI filters can be set up
anywhere with access to tap water. 

Available in two sizes.  

FAST:
Twice as fast as traditional
glass cleaning

COST-SAVING:
Half the labour costs with
no need for renting
additional equipment such
as scissor lifts

NO CHEMICALS:
Complete glass cleaning  
without any chemical
cleaning agents  

SAFE:
Safe working from the
ground up to 6th floor
heights without the use of
ladders, cherry pickers or
scissor lifts  

11



www.edco.net.auPURE WATER - BRUSHES AND POLES 

Telescopic poles for small to medium heights (up to 10m/approx. 2 storeys) 
Resilience: 100 gigapascal (GPa) 
Unique pole shape offers precision grip
Integrated hose management 
Smartlock clamps can be opened and closed with just one finger
Extension stops prevent pulling the pole sections out too far 

UNCC32T         3.2M/10.5'                     1.7M/5.5'                         2                                      0.70KG                1
UNCC85T         8.6M/28'                         1.7M/5.5'                        6                                       2.2KG                  1     

UNGER nLITE CARBON COMPOSITE TELESCOPIC POLES 

 CODE               EXTENDED SIZE             COLLAPSED SIZE             POLE SECTIONS            WEIGHT              CARTON  

Telescopic poles for medium heights (up to 16m/approx. 4 storeys) 
Resilience: 210 gigapascal (GPa) 
Unique pole shape offers precision grip
Integrated hose management 
Smartlock clamps can be opened and closed with just one finger
Extension stops prevent pulling the pole sections out too far 

UNCF86G         8.6M/28'                        1.7M/5.5'                        6                                      1.84KG                 1                         MAIN POLE
UNCF33G         3.2M/10.5'                     1.8M/5.9'                        2                                      0.82KG                 1                        EXTENSION POLE

UNGER nLITE CARBON 24K TELESCOPIC POLES 

 CODE               EXTENDED SIZE             COLLAPSED SIZE             POLE SECTIONS            WEIGHT              CARTON            NOTE    

 CODE              CARTON  

UNNLHCC       1        

UNGER nLITE MASTER/EXTENSION
CONNECTION 

Use to connect carbon 24K master
pole to extension pole  

 CODE              CARTON  

Add to nLITE carbon pole to achieve
optimal cleaning angle
Ideal for cleaning overhanging facades 

UNGER nLITE GOOSENECK ANGLE KITS  

UNNGS15      15cm/S           1
UNNGS30      42cm/M         1
UNNGS45      82cm/L           1

 CODE              SIZE                 CARTON 

UNGER nLITE ADAPTOR FOR CLASSIC
CLEANING TOOLS 

UNNLCLA       1        
 CODE              CARTON  

Thread adaptor for attaching
traditional cleaning tools to the latest
generation nLITE gooseneck angle kits  

12

SML

UNGER nLITE PROTECTION CAP

UNNLPCP       1        
 CODE              CARTON  

Protection cap for latest generation
nLITE carbon poles



UNGER nLITE CONNECT ULTRA HIMOD CARBON TELESCOPIC POLES 

www.edco.net.auPURE WATER - nLITE CONNECT POLES 

Telescopic poles for small to large heights (up to 20m/approx. 6 storeys) 
Resilience: 760 gigapascal (GPa) 
Modular construction allows the addition of extension poles to achieve optimum working height 
Yellow visual warning area at the top of the extension pole helps to avoid separation in use 
Includes thread adaptor and durable plastic end cap 

UNUH67G        6.63M/21'                      1.87M/6.5'                      4                                      1.5KG                  1                         MAIN POLE
UNUH35G        3.41M/11.18'                1.91M/6.26'                    2                                      0.7KG                  1                         EXTENSION POLE

 CODE               EXTENDED SIZE             COLLAPSED SIZE             POLE SECTIONS            WEIGHT              CARTON            NOTE    

UNFTGOS       1        

UNGER nLITE MULTILINK ADAPTER 

Plastic angle adapter with screw
adjustment

 CODE              CARTON  

UNGER nLITE MULTILINK GOOSENECK - 
30CM 

UNNLG30       1        
 CODE              CARTON  

Use individually or combine two or
more to achieve any angle
Superlight carbon fibre gooseneck  

13

 CODE              CARTON  

Plastic adapter for connecting
traditional window cleaning tools to
nLite Connect poles

UNGER nLITE CONNECT TOOL ADAPTER 

UNHFNLC      1        
 CODE              CARTON  

UNGER nLITE CONNECT THREAD ADAPTER 

UNFTTHR       1        
 CODE              CARTON  

Thread adapter for attaching brushes
to the nLite Connect poles  

For pure water cleaning at heights up to 20 metres, only nLite Connect Ultra
HiMod Carbon poles offer the material strength required to work safely and
effectively. The modular design allows the user to simply add telescopic
extension poles to achieve the optimum working height. 



ALUMINIUM CARBON COMPOSITE CARBON 24K ULTRA HIMOD CARBON

CLEANING HEIGHT Up to 6m/1 storey Up to 10m/2 storeys Up to 16m/4 storeys Up to 20m/6 storeys

6m 1 x UNAN60G 1 x UNCC85T 1 x UNCF86G 1 x UNUH67G

10m N/A 1 x UNCC85T
1 x UNCF86G +
1 x UNCF33G +
1 x UNNLHCC

1 x UNUH67G +
1 x UNUH35G

16m N/A N/A
1 x UNCF86G +
2 x UNCF33G +
1 x UNNLHCC

1 x UNUH67G +
 3 x UNUH35G

20m N/A N/A N/A 1 x UNUH67G +
 4 x UNUH35G

www.edco.net.auPURE WATER - HEIGHT CONFIGURATOR 14

It's critical to choose the correct
nLite pole for your cleaning
application. The maximum height
you need to clean is the first
consideration. 
For instance, if you clean windows
up to 20m height, nLite Ultra HiMod
Carbon pole is the only solution for
cleaning at those heights. 

Likewise, you should consider the
time you will spend cleaning. For
prolonged usage, a lighter pole will
be easier to use and reduces user
fatigue. 

Pole Selection



www.edco.net.auPURE WATER - BRUSHES AND POLES 

UNNLWVI       1        

 CODE              CARTON  

UNGER nLITE WATER FLOW REGULATOR 
Fit to your hose to control water flow
from the DI filter  

 CODE              CARTON  

Inner bristles with excellent cleaning
performance
Longer outer bristles for easy gliding
prevents the brush from jumping
Unspliced bristles 
Rinse bar  
180° swivel action
Includes hoses and connectors 

UNGER nLITE POWERBRUSH 

UNNUK28      28CM             1
UNNUK41      41CM             1

 CODE              SIZE                CARTON  

UNGER nLITE DUROFLEX HOSE 25M/82' 

UNDLS25       1        
 CODE              CARTON  

Complete with connector to fit to DI
filter
Durable hose 

The rinse bar on nLITE
Powerbrushes delivers pure water
outside the brush. This is perfect for
pre and post wash rinsing of glass,
surrounding frames or facades.  

nLITE Powerbrushes feature
a swivel action to allow the
most precise clean ever,
allowing the user to clean
into edges and corners with
ease. 

Simply apply the swivel lock
on the brush when the swivel
action isn't needed.  

15



www.edco.net.auPURE WATER - FILTERS 

UNDIUH1       1        

UNGER HYDROPOWER ULTRA FILTER 
S -  6 LITRE 

Over 30% more pure water per resin
filling than previous generation filters
FloWater technology ensures an
efficient flow of water through the
whole tank for optimum resin use
Preportioned resin packs
Integrated TDS meter 

 CODE              CARTON  
UNDIUH2       1        

UNGER HYDROPOWER ULTRA FILTER 
L - 18 LITRE 

Over 30% more pure water per resin
filling than previous generation filters
FloWater technology ensures an
efficient flow of water through the
whole tank for optimum resin use
Preportioned resin packs
Integrated TDS meter  

 CODE              CARTON  

UNDIUB1       3        

UNGER RESIN PACKS FOR HYDROPOWER S 
Ultra resin pack contains a
preportioned amount of premium
ion-exchange resin
New formula, perfected for glass
cleaning
Contains 3 resin packs - suits
UNDIUH1 and UNDIUK1

 CODE              CARTON  
UNDIUB3         1 FILTER SET       

UNGER RESIN PACKS FOR HYDROPOWER L 
Ultra resin pack contains a
preportioned amount of premium
ion-exchange resin
New formula, perfected for glass
cleaning
Contains 3 resin packs - suits
UNDIUH2

 CODE                CARTON  

Unger HydroPower Ultra DI filters
utilise ion exchange resin to remove
ionised salts and impurities from
water, producing 100% deionised
pure water with zero waste water. 

HydroPower filters feature a mobile
design for portability and require no
power or water pumps, just a
standard water outlet. 

The latest Unger HydroPower Ultra
filters and resin packs offer 30%
more pure water than previous
generation filters. 

Onboard TDS meters allow users to
continually monitor the purity of the
water being filtered. Once particles
per million(ppm) reaches 10 on the
TDS, its time to change the filter. 

Filter changes are a quick and easy
process with Unger HydroPower
Ultra filters. Each filter has a 
preportioned amount of Unger's
premium ion exchange resin so filter
swaps are quick, clean and easy. 

High quality metal water
connections ensure reliability and
are suitable for most common water
connections. 

16



www.edco.net.auPURE WATER - STARTER KITS AND ACCESSORIES  

Ideal Pure Water starter kit for cleaning up to 6 metre heights 
Kit includes;

UNDIUH1    HydroPower Filter S
UNAN60G   nLite aluminium master pole 6m
UNNLR27    nLite angle brush 27cm
UNFTGOS    HiFlo MultiLink adapter
UNNL20G    nLite hose 20m
UNTMOOV HiFlo water control
UNDIUB1A  resin filter 

UNDIUK1         6M/19.6'                        1.7M/5.5'                         4                                      2KG (POLE)        1

UNGER HYDROPOWER ULTRA STARTER KIT 

 CODE               EXTENDED SIZE             COLLAPSED SIZE             POLE SECTIONS            WEIGHT              CARTON  

Ideal carbon pole starter kit for cleaning up to 10m or for users upgrading from aluminium poles
Kit includes;

UNCC85T  Carbon composite pole 8.6m/28'
UNNGS15 Angle adapter small - 15cm
UNNF28    Powerbrush simple 28cm 
UNDLS25  Duroflex hose 25m/82' 

UNCC85H         8.6M/28'                        1.7M/5.5'                        6                                       2.2KG (POLE)      1                         

UNGER nLITE CARBON COMPOSITE POLE KIT WITH HOSE 

 CODE               EXTENDED SIZE             COLLAPSED SIZE             POLE SECTIONS            WEIGHT               CARTON           

17



www.edco.net.auPURE WATER - REVERSE OSMOSIS  

Unger's new RO-S HydroPower
Reverse Osmosis (RO) system
delivers maximum pure water
cleaning at minimum operating cost,
especially in areas with hard water. 

Unger's RO technology uses a three
stage filtration process to provide
0ppm pure water. This water is
pressurised by a high quality,
stainless steel pump. 

The RO-S system's boost function
provides a strong water stream of
unfiltered mains water to prewash
heavily soiled or horizontal surfaces
before pure water cleaning
commences. 

Featuring a compact and rugged
design, the RO-S system is easy to
transport. 
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UNGER REVERSE
OSMOSIS SYSTEM
DELIVERS AN
ECONOMIC
SOLUTION FOR
PURE WATER
CLEANING IN
AREAS WITH
HARD WATER



www.edco.net.auPURE WATER - REVERSE OSMOSIS  19

Boost mode
Pure Water Mode:

200L/hr of pure water

at 4 bar pressure for

spotless cleaning of

windows and facades

Boost Mode:   

1,000L/hr of tap water

at 8-10 bar pressure for

pre-washing heavily

soiled surfaces

3-Stage 

filtration

Combi pre-filter to

capture chlorine and

sediments

Premium RO membrane

to remove dissolved

minerals

DI polisher to filter any

remaining impurities,

delivering 100% pure

water

1.

2.

3.

Easy to use
Total Dissolved Solids (TDS)

meter displays the output

water at the touch of a

button

Easy to use
Manual flushing of

the RO membrane

for an increased

working life

Automatic shut-off

function protects

the pump in case

water supply is

interrupted 

Powerful, high

quality pump

Centrifugal pump provides

constant high water flow

Stainless steel for maximum

life and trouble free use

Easy to transport and maintain

Compact unit, made from high quality materials

Durable stainless steel quick-release connectors

Heavy duty stainless steel frame with solid, maintenance-

free wheels for easy transportation and operation

Pre-filter and DI polisher are easy to change

HydroPower RO-S System

PRICE ON 
APPLICATION

UNRO20CAU         1        

UNGER HYDROPOWER RO-S SYSTEM 
Ideal pure water system for areas with especially hard water
or that require large volumes of pure water for cleaning
3 stages of filtration
Easy to transport and maintain

 CODE                      CARTON  



www.edco.net.auPURE WATER - BULK RESIN 

UNDIB64        1 BUCKET (4 x 6L BAGS)        

UNGER HYDROPOWER QUICK CHANGE
RESIN BAGS 4 x 6 LITRE

Replacement bags of Unger high
capacity resin
Premium grade virgin mixed bed resin
for original HydroPower systems
(filters with grey lids)
NOT compatible with new
HydroPower Ultra systems

 CODE              CARTON  
UNDIB25          1 BAG       

UNGER RESIN BAG 25L

Premium grade virgin mixed bed
exchange resin
Suitable for refillable DI cartridges, DI
pressure vessels or filters for pure
water window cleaning

 CODE                CARTON  

20



www.edco.net.auSTINGRAY INDOOR WINDOW CLEANING 21

Exclusive Australian Distributors of



Interior surfaces of glass are usually
not as dirty as the exterior windows
exposed to the environment.
Unger's Stingray system offers the
most efficient solution in the field of
interior glass cleaning. 

Unger Stingray has an intensive
cleaning TriPad with integrated
spraying mechanism to clean glass
and other hard surfaces in a one
step process. Cleaning solution is
contained within the Tripad,
ensuring no drips and runs when
cleaning.

The modular pole system can be
easily and safely extended to ensure
a safe working range, up to 5
metres. 
 

www.edco.net.auSTINGRAY INDOOR WINDOW CLEANING 

Stingray OS starter kit
Includes handheld Stingray unit and
one short easy click pole
Includes 2 x UNSRPD2 deep cleaning
microfibre pads  

UNSRKO2        1

UNGER STINGRAY KIT 100 OS 

 CODE              CARTON  

ERGONOMIC:  
Reduces bending and
stretching for users 

Stingray Indoor
Glass Cleaning 

FAST:
Faster than traditional glass
cleaning

SAFE:
Perfect for daytime cleaning
with no drips and runs  

Reinforced for working at heights up
to 5 metres
Triangular shape for enhanced grip
Light, rigid aluminium featuring easy
click mechanism and spray buttons 

UNSREXS     SHORT  63CM       1
UNSREXL     LONG  1.24M        1

UNGER EASY CLICK POLES 

 CODE            SIZE                        CARTON  
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Hygienically clean without having to
launder - quickly and safely removes
fingerprints and grease
Prevents cross contamination

www.edco.net.auSTINGRAY INDOOR WINDOW CLEANING 

MICROFIBRE TRIPAD
UNGER STINGRAY DEEP CLEANING

For heavy soiling or thorough
cleaning
Premium microfibre fabric for
excellent cleaning results
Wash cycles: 300

UNSRPD2       5

UNGER STINGRAY QUIKPAD ADAPTER KIT 

For conversion of Stingray hand tools
for use with QuikPads
Quick and easy pad change
1 x adapter plate
25 x QuikPads

UNSRADK       1
 CODE              CARTON   CODE              CARTON  

UNGER STINGRAY QUIKPADS 25PK 

UNSRPD3       1 (25 PACK)
 CODE              CARTON  

UNGER STINGRAY REFILLABLE BOTTLE
Removable 150ml bottle 
Double intake manifold for perfect
operation at all angles when in use
Drip proof with integrated leakage
protection 

UNSRBT1       1
 CODE              CARTON  

UNGER STINGRAY GLASS CLEANER 500ML
Excellent cleaning power for glass,
mirrors, and other waterproof
surfaces
Easy removal of fingerprints, grease,
and other dirt
Fast and streak free drying

UNSRL03        10
 CODE              CARTON  
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www.edco.net.auNIFTY NABBERS AND ACCESSORIES  

Nifty Nabber and
Bagger System 
Perfect for waste removal, indoors and outdoors and
can be used in both domestic and commercial
environments.  

Durable and ergonomic Unger grabbers are also
perfect for easy reach and bend free pick up of many
daily objects. 
 

UNGER NIFTY NABBER TRIGGER GRIP 93CM 
Durable litter picker with strong
internal metal bar 
360° rotating head 
Lightweight to reduce user fatigue 
Won't snatch or snap like string
mechanism grippers

UNNT090       5        
 CODE              CARTON  

UNNN400    52CM                 5
UNNN900    97CM                 10
UNNN140    130CM               5
UNNN960    238CM               6

 CODE            SIZE                   CARTON  

UNGER NIFTY NABBER PRO GRIPPERS 
Heavy duty rubbish pickers with
strong internal metal bar
Powerful steel claws with rubber
overlays for a secure grip
Ergonomic grip
Opens up to 15cm wide

UNGER NIFTY NABBER BAGGER   
Durable and weatherproof waste
carrier
151L capacity - use 180L waste bags 
Solid plastic bottom
Carry loops
Collapses flat and fastens with hook
and loops for compact storage

UNNB300       1        
 CODE              CARTON  

UNGER PAPER PICKER 100CM    
Lightweight tool with a strong metal
pin for removing debris such as paper
and cans
Prevents bending and back strain
Will punch through aluminium cans
Replaceable point

UNPPPP0       10
       

 CODE              CARTON  
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High quality microfibre mop for easy
glide and superb cleaning action
Colour coding stripes
Machine washable up to 300 times

www.edco.net.auerGO! MOPPING 

UNGER erGO! CLEAN FOR CLEANING KIT
Ultrafast cleaning system with
ergonomic S-shaped handle
Reduces load on users back
Comes complete with S-telescopic
handle, mop pad holder, 40cm
microfibre cleaning pad and 1L tank

UNFAKT2       1

UNGER erGO! CLEANING PAD HOLDER 
Click connection to Unger erGO!
handles
Hook and loop backing suits any
40cm mop pad

UNFAVMH     5

 CODE              CARTON  

 CODE              CARTON  

UNGER erGO! CLEANING PAD 40CM 

UNFAVMC      5
 CODE              CARTON  

UNGER erGO! DISPENSER TUBES 
Replacement dispenser tube for
erGO! clean mopping system
1 pack includes 5 replacement tubes

UNFADTS       1PK (5 TUBES)
 CODE              CARTON  

UNGER erGO! TANK 1 LITRE
Easy connection tanks for erGO!
handles
Including unscrewable pulse jet unit
Easy to fill, easy to assemble to the
handle

UNFABTL        1
 CODE              CARTON  

erGO! Mopping 
Unger erGO! clean mopping system provides an
ergonomic mopping solution, with rotating ergonomic
handles and intuitive S-motion action that reduces
strain on backs and joints for the user. 

Complete with 1 Litre onboard fluid dispenser, erGO!
clean is a complete all in one flat mopping solution. 
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www.edco.net.au

orders@edmondson.net.au

1800 289 667 

instagram.com/edcocleaning/

linkedin.com/company/edco-cleaning-products

www.edco.net.auCONTACT US 26

Edco is Australia's largest family owned and operated supplier of
quality cleaning products, janitorial and food service products. 

Edco's national sales team of dedicated sales professionals has over
75 years of combined experience of supplying and 

supporting the Australian commercial cleaning industry. 

Nationwide supply is maintained from Edco's three, company
owned and operated distribution centres in Sydney, Brisbane and

Perth. Edco remains a 100% Australian family owned business. 

facebook.com/edcocleaningproducts

http://www.edco.net.au/
mailto:orders@edmondson.net.au
https://www.instagram.com/edcocleaning/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/edco-cleaning-products
http://facebook.com/edcocleaningproducts

